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ABSTRACT
This investigation was undertaken to deter, line the
feasibility of operating a two-phase servomotor using pulse
width modulated control voltages. This study has shown
such operation of motors to be both feasible and practical
in most control syste:is. The motor torque is slightly
reduced when both motor fields are pulsed with small error
signals, and unchanged for operation with only the control
field pulsed. Heating effects were found to be small, and
either increased or decreased from that of a motor with
normal sinusoidal excitation, dependent on motor usage.
This investigation was conducted by Lt Hays and Lt.
Lake at the United States Naval Postgraduate School and
Dalmo Victor Company of Belmont, California during 1959»
This was a primary investigation to a larger project of
developing a pulse width modulated servosystem, utilizing
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TABLE OP SYMBOLS AND ABREVIATIONS
Symbol Description
a Width of pulse
a # a . f aa#* # Coefficients for Fourier series
A Amplitude of pulses





cycle Cycles per second, frequency of
sinusoid waveform
d Diameter of rotor
D Distance between suspension points
d# c. Direct current





Current for airgap and core loss
Ir Current through rotor
I
s
Current through stator winding
in Inch
J Imaginary number
J Rotor polar moment of Inertia




i Length of string
n An integer
N Effective field winding turns
*s Synchronous speed of motor
oz Ounce
p Power
prt Total power to rotor




RMS Root mean square









w Angular velocity, frequency (rad per sec)
W Weight of retor
X Inductive reactance
oc Temperature coefficient of resistance











In modern missile and aircraft designs the servo
systems, specifically antenna drive and aerodynamic sur-
face control systems, are often located in small isolated
compartments. The conditions caused by space and weight
considerations do not provide for temperature control or
heat dissapation. under such conditions the hoat pro-
duced by a conventional vacuum tube power amplifier in a
servo system may be unacceptable. A large amount of heat
is produced by such amplifiers because of filament heating
required in vacuum tubes, and the heat loss due to the
inherent inefficiency of a vacuum tube amplifier, v/here
waste power appears as temperature rise,
A linear transistorized amplifier would eliminate
the filament heating and reduce the amount of soace re-
quired. Even so, transistors operating in the linear
characteristics range are inefficient, with a power loss
as heat. One nossible solution to the problem is to use
transistors operating in the switching mode (1)""', In
this mode of operation a transistor is operated either
in a fully conducting, or a fully cut-off condition,
passing through the intermediate linear characteristics
* Indicates reference, numbered as listed in BIBLIOGRAPHY

range very rapidly. In this way high power can be passed
by small transistors with very little heat generation.
This is the situation since the transistor is either fully
off with no current conducted, or is fully conducting, pre-
senting a very small resistance to current flow. Under
this condition there is little power loss to generate a
temperature rise.
One method of utilizing a switching transistor power
amplifier in a servo system is a method envisioned by Mr,
Herman Chanowitz of Dalmo Victor Company, This method
entails the amplification of pulses causing rapid trans-
ition from fully conducting to completely off states for
the transistors. This may be accomplished by generating
pulses to drive a two-phase servomotor, the pulse width
being proportional to the error signal. A possible sim-











Prior to development of the pulse width modulator and
switching transistor amplifier it was necessary to know
the characteristics of the two-phase electrical servomotor
operating on pulses. The investigation of the effect of
pulsed excitation on the motor was undertaken as a prelim-
inary part of the development of the servo system, and is

the subject of this report. The immediate objectives were
to determine the effects of the harmonics present in the
variable width pulses as pertained to torque-speed response
and temperature effects. This investigation was limited to
one servomotor considered to have characteristics repre-
sentative of the newer, small, high-torque servomotors*
The investigation was divided roughly into three parts.
First; obtaining the characteristics and torque-speed
response for balanced and unbalanced normal sinusoidal
excitation. Second; predicting mathematically the effect
of pulse excitation on the motor response. Third; the
actual testing of the motor using oulse signals on one
and/or both motor fields.
The test results in this investigation tend to ver-
ify the mathematical predictions pertaining to the response




The servomotor used in this investigation was a 115
volt, I4.OO cycle, two-phase servomotor, built by American
Electronics Incorporated, Culver City, California, This
motor was built to meet specifications originated by
Dalmo Victor Company. The specific notor tested was
model number SM18AJ26T, serial OlOij-5.
Since this was a new i-riotor constructed to certain
specifications, there were no known motor characteristics
available. Also, characteristics under both balanced and
unbalanced operating conditions were desired. For these
reasons it -was necessary to conduct various tests on the
motor under normal sine wave ooeration orior to commencing
any studies for oulse excitation of the motor.
The tests conducted include torque-speed rnet.sureraents,
temperature-speed measurements, veljcity response, trans-
ient response, measurement of rotor moment of inertia, and
static current frequency response. These tests were con-
ducted using standard test procedures to obtain motor char-
acteristics and to assist in construction of an equivalent
circuit.
The torque-speed curves were obtained using a dyna-
mometer employing a d.c. brake to vary the torque loading
and motor speed. For unbalanced operating conditions the

reference phase of the motor was connected to a fixed 115
volt, Ij.00 cycle source, and the control phase was connected
to a variable voltage, 1^.00 cycle source. These standard
torque-speed curves are shown as Pig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the
torque-speed curves for balanced conditions, where both
motor fields were operated at the same I4.OO cycle voltage
level, with the two field voltages being in quadrature.
Stall torque was measured for balanced conditions of
excitation at ^.00 and 1200 cycles The values of stall
torque at various control voltages for both I4.OO and 1200
cycles are shown in Pig. 3« This figure indicates that the
torque due to a 1200 cycle voltage is quite small in com-
parison to the torque produced by a I4.OO cycle voltaae of
equal magnitude. *,
During the torque-speed tests, temperatures were re-
corded for the motor case, windings, and shaft bearing face.
The case and bearing face temperatures were measured by
means of a thermocouple. The winding temperature was ob-
tained by measuring the winding resistance using a resis-
tance bridge, and using the relationship:
B . Bp - X ' Hg (3)
R
Bo «
where: B s unknown temperature in degrees centigrade
R resistance at B
o
B s 25 C, reference temperature
Rg » resistance at B * 21.79 ohms

<X = temperature coei'i'icient or resistance
0.00335 ohms per degree centigrade
Pig. l± shows the variation of these temperatures with
torque loading, and the relationship between these temper-
atures for a t ypical run. The bearing face temperature was
lower than the case temperature because of heat dissapation
away from this face into the motor mounting plate.
Pig. 5 shows the static winding current values for
eich winding of the 2 10 tor. Each winding exhibited the
s
.
:e static current characteristics, measured by anplying
a voltage to the winding, and measuring current with the
rotor removed. These measurements, taken at several volt-
age levels over a range of frequencies, show the variation
of winding current with frequency.
The frequency response was obtained from the observed
velocity response, plus values from a computed transfer
function. The velocity response was obtained using a I4.OO
cycle tachometer coupled to the motor shaft. An input
signal to the c ntrol phase was modulated at various freq-
uencies by a dynamic servo analyzer. Measurements were
made using an oscilloscope, comparing phase by the angular
displacement or the null, and amplitude by relative a -
litude of signals as shown in Pig. 7» Tests were limited
to voltages below the 60 volt level to prevent velocity
saturation of the test motor. The velocity response for
a control voltage of I4.0 RMS volts is shown in Pig. 8.
Prom these curves an approximate time constant of T «

0*0323 seconds for the otor was obtained as the reciprocal
of the -lj.5 degree phase angle frequency. Thi3 closely
agrees with the corner frequency of the magnitude curve.
The value of gain (K) used in plotting the frequency
response was the value from the calculated transfer function
for the approximated linear second-order motor:
Kff(jw) - . , * „ (2)jw( jwr 1 )
The transfer function was determined using values from the









where: Q « stall torque m 2.1 (in. oz)
driving voltage L|_0 (vjlts)
- 0.0525 in oz
volt
•rrr = slope of torque-speed curve
. J=0 . 2.395 x 10-4 iS-^10,000 rpra
J «s pol.ir moment of inertia
s 6.0 gm cm2 (specifications)
The terra WS . „ is the gain and eoual to:
aT/aw
K n Q s Q Q Q525 , 219 ^y.
^T/aw 2.395 x 10"4 voTE"
For determination of the time constant the express! ;ns
J and aT/aw raust be in dimensionly consistant units:

t - A o^™ nm z tt 1 se c
a
-*- 1 oz ^- 1 in
980.66 cm 2o.35gm 2.i>q-cm
s 8.k5 x 10~ 5 in oz sec 2
c^T a 2.395 x lQ'
4 in oz x 1 rev x 60 sec
£"w rpm 2tt 1 rain
= 22.9 x 10* in oz sec
The term J is the time constant of the motor and is
equal to:
r - 8.^ x 10 a o.0369 seconds
22.9 x 10" 4




* jw( 0.0369jw *T7
Using this value of K and the two values for the time con-
stant (experimental and computed) the Bode Diagrams were
drawn as Fig. 9. The computed time constant of 3&.9 milli-
seconds agrees with the time constant of 32.8 milliseconds
found by the velocity response test for a i\.0 volt signal on
the control field.
The transient response was observed by applying a step
voltage to the motor and observing the output of the tach-
ometer on an oscilloscope (TEKTRONIX 515). By measuring
the time required for the transient to achieve 63 per cent
of its final value, a motor time constant was obtained.
For the 115 RMS volt control voltage a time constant of
2lj- # milliseconds was measured. The transient response
varied noticeably for several other values of control volt-
age, giving a range of time constants from 2)4.. milliseconds
3

to lj.2.0 milliseconds at low voltage. This indicates a
non-linear servomotor (3). The time constant for a con-
trol field voltage of lj.0 RtIS volts was 37.5 milliseconds.
This value checks closely with the time constants ob-
tained by other methods.
The rotor moment of inertia, J, was checked by the
Torsion Wire Pendulum Method (i|) using two suspension
wires. For this measurement the motor rotor was removed







J was determined by twisting the rotor about its axis,
releasing it, and recording the period of oscillation.
J is obtained by the relation:
WDdT 2
where W r weight of rotor, 0.0716 lbs.
D = distance between suspension points
m 2.39 inches
d = diameter of rotor, O.lj.8 inches
/ = length of each thread, 7»&3 inches
T s period of oscillation, 0.28 seconds

The value obtained, J s l»2l\. gm cm2 , was in fair agree-
ment with the value of 6 gm cm2 given by the motor spec-
ifications. The latter value was used for all calcula-
tions due to accuracy limitations of the experimental
process used in measuring J.
An equivalent circuit of the motor was determined
using values of Table I recorded during the torque-speed
measurements. The equivalent circuit for each winding
was determined as shown in Appendix A.
2 7 j&OA
All parameters of the equivalent circuit were found
to be nearly fixed in value except rr , the reflected
rotor resistance to the stator winding, which changed
with variation in rotor speed and applied voltage as shown
in Pig. 6.
The transfer function and the equivalent circuit of
the motor were determined to make possible a mathematical
prediction of the effect of pulse excitation,, They will




PREDICTION OP EFFECTS OF P ULSE INPUT
3*1 Fourier Series for Pulse Train .
There are infinite possible Fourier series for any-
periodic waveform, depending on the zero reference selected,
the units used, and other variables. In the specific case
studied, that of flat topped, full wave, constant ampli-
tude pulses, it was desired to derive an equation which
would yield the amplitude of each harmonic component as a
function of pulse width. It was found convenient to estab-



















The general mathematical expression for the Fourier series
is:
f(t) - ao/p a, cos wt * a, cos 2wt a3 cos 3wt ...
...+ b, sin wt h, sin 2wt + b3 sin 3wt -f ••••
where: a , a, , b, , a
<2 ,
h, , etc. are numerical
coefficients
w is the fundamental harmonic frequency in
radians per second
The frequency, w, is related to the period T by
w = 2TT/ T
11

where T is the repetition period in seconds.
This general form can be simplified by noting th
the wave form being studied is an odd function (£); there-
fore only sine terms will exist in the series. Thus the
problem is reduced to finding b, , b2 , b 3 , etc. The for-
mula for finding the necessary coefficients (bn ) is:
bn r 2/T /f(t) [sin nwt ] dt
In order to find this integral over the entire period, T,
it is necessary to define the limits as follows:
from: to ( ? - 4 )
( T a x, / T a v




T a, . ,3T a N
( £ 4 £) to (^ - 2 )
<aj
- f > to (*£!,






The function f (t) * during three intervals as noted,

























To simplify, the following relationships were noted:
-cos nwt
**
; r cos nwt ,_
ff**
: for odd values
'§ of n
: s for even
values of n






2rm ,T a,-2A r ^^ 2rmCOS
-BT- (r o) - COS ~qT"T" K ll + 2' <I - f']
-2A r /l a x /l a N l
s
mi Lcos Tm ' 2 + f ' " cos nn '? " t'J
A new term was then defined as § * 2a/T (fraction of a
square wave with limits, * S 6 1 )• Therefore:
bn s
"—• cos nn (^ + £) - cos nn (^ - ^)
for all odd values of n (1, -1, 3» -3» 5> •••)
It was noted that a substitution can be made:
cos mi (i §) - cos -nn(| - f) = 2 sinlHii.(-l)
P^
The expression for bn was then reduced to:
bn. =Si [2 sin E|i (.xF)
- (-1) 2 =5 sin^
Leaving the final expression for the Fourier series as
f(t) .£T (-lF" ^ (sinH^i. ) (sin nwt)
n-tas ••• TTIi c.
13

Using the above expression for f (t) a pi ;t of the
amplitudes of each harmonic component as a function of
the pulse width (S), which has been defined as fraction
of a full square wave, was constructed* This information
is presented as Pig. 10, Note that only odd harmonics
are present, with peak amplitudes decreasing as the order
of the harmonic (n) increases For a full square wave
( S = 1) the expression is reduced to
f (t) = fT (-lP M sin nwt
' ' '
*.
which is a familiar equation.
To facilitate experimental procedures the harmonic
peak amplitude ratio to the pulse amplitude, as shown in
Pig, 10, was converted to RMS voltage values as shown in
Pig. 11. The voltage values were based on a constant
pulse amplitude of 128 volts. This amplitude is that
required to give the fundamental of the square wave pulse
a 115 RMS voltage level. Pig. 12 was drawn to illustrate
the change in fundamental amplitude caused by a linear
variation of pulse width.
The effect of the odd harmonics on the two-phase
mo.tor was of prime concern in this investigation. Pigs.
10 and 11 show the third harmonic voltage in the pulse to
be appreciable for all values of S except between 0.6 and
0.7* The problem was to determine whether this third har-
monic voltage would tend to increase or decrease the out-
put torque, and to determine the magnitude of the change
Ik

For pulse width modulation on the control field only,
with rated sine wave excitation on the reference field,
there is no third harmonic present in the reference wind-
ing. Under these conditions the third harmonic on the
control field produces no torque (6). This conclusion
was checked experimentally by exciting the test motor ref-
erence field with a 1|00 cycle sine wave, and the control
field with a 1200 cycle sine wave supplied by a function
generator driving through a 200 watt, high-fidelity amp-
lifier. The reference phase voltage was shifted slowly
in phase through 360 degrees by means of a phase shifting
network At no time was any noticeable torque produced,
nor did the motor turn with no load.
The situation is more complex when both fields are
pulse width modulated, since both the fundamental and all
harmonics are present in both fields. Also two different
conditions must be considered, that for pulse width greater
than 0.67 and that for pulse width less that 0.67. This
is indicated by Pig. 11, where the third harmonic curve
crosses the zero axis. The phase relationships between

















Note that in both cases the reference field fundamental
voltage leads the control field fundamental voltage by
90 degrees. Also note that in both cases the third har-
monic components are in quadrature, but that the reference
field voltage now lags the control field voltage<> Thus
the torque produced by the third harmonic opposes the
fundamental torque for all pulse widths. A similar anal-
ysis shows that the fifth harmonic (2000 cycle) produces
16

a torque which aids the fundamental.
The above conclusions can also be deduced from the
Fourier series for the two motor fields:
reference : Vr = b, sin wt b3 sin 3wt *•
field bj sin £wt «.
control : V c = b, sin(wt-90°) + b3 sin 3(wt-90°)
field + b5 sin £(wt-90°) + •••••
Note: sin 3(wt-90°) a sln(3wt-27Cf) s sin(3wt*90°)
The statement can now be made that torque produced
by higher harmonics will alternately oppose and aid
fundamental toraue.
3,2 Stall Torque for Various Pulse Widths .
The expected response of the test motor when excited
by pulses on both fields was desired. In order to do this
it was necessary to calculate the motor response to both
lj.00 cycle and 1200 cycle balanced sine wave excitation.
This was first done for stall conditions only (Firs. 3 and
13) and was later extended to produce a complete family of
torque-speed curves (Fig, IJ4.)
.
Stall torque characteristics for balanced sine wave
operation were calculated using the equivalent circuit
found as shown in Appendix A. The stall torque was com-
puted. for various voltage levels for both I4.OO cycle and
1200 cycle excitation by solving this circuit. Since the
input current is an unknown for 1200 cycles, simultaneous
equations were required to solve the circuit, A sample
17

calculation for 80 volts, I4.OO cycles to e c hase follows:
known Initial conditions: (Table I)
Vin (per phase) = 80 volts RMS, lj.00
^
I. (per phase) z 0.23 amperes
P in (per phase) - II4. watts




power factor angle = cos" (0 o 625) = 51 •
3




-WWW.r~vw» OLV.O- 1 x 1
fir i„ \k I tt \ rr fr)
l !l±L f
Solving the circuit for Ir in this example:
V
ra
- Vin - I inZ s . 58.3 /j±° volts
Xm = Vm/Zm = °' 19^^ amperes
Ir
= Iin ' Im = 0.20ij. /-6 ° amperes
(since the phase angle of -6 is small, it was neg-





Stall torque may now be determined by t tion:




« synchronous speed e 12,000 rpm





*»t s 1055 (23 ' 8) 8 2 * 68 in oz
This value compares very favorably with the 3d stall
torque of 2.62 in 02.
The solution of the equivalent circuit .for 12 ^le
excitation involved using simultaneous equations, as the
input current was not known. Using the same voltage input
as for the above sample calculation the stall torque for
1230 cycles was determined as follows:
The equivalent circuit:
27Q J3(80.s) 2S6P
2 ~a~~* Tf523Jc 1
"~~
—
80V X, "^ §}j3(30o) *a^*
4 —1
giving the loop equations:
80/0 = I, (27 * jlll+1.2) - I2 (j900)
= -I, (J900) 4 I2 (236 + J900)
giving the result: |l2 | s 0.135
P . s 21* rr 3 2(0.I85f (286) = 19.6 watts
N = 36,000 rpm
s
T , » y%7r (19.6) - 0.737 in ozStISOO 36,000
The above procedure was repeated for several voltage levels,
with the computed values plotted in Pig. 3* This figure
shows that computed values are in agreement with the meas-
ured values.
A similar solution may be conducted for the fifth
19

harmonic to show the effect of 2000 cycle signals. The






giving the loop equations
:
80^0 - 1,(27 + J1902) - I a (jl500)
= -I, (J1500) + I 2 (286 4 jl^OO)
giving a result for 1 1J = O.II4.8




T e+. = ¥& Z (12.5) - 0.281 in ozST^ooo 60,000
This shows the torque of the 2000 cycle component to be
about one third of that for 1200 cycles, both figured for
an input voltage of 80 volts. Pig. 11 shows that maximum
voltage for neither the third nor the fifth harmonic reaches
80 volts. The third harmonic reaches a peak value of 38
volts which would give a maximum stall torque:
T8t„,« BB^T.^- I C.737) =0.35 m oz'max
The fifth harmonic attains a peak value of 22.5 volts
which would rive a maximum stall torque:
T-4. = 22 *5 (0.281) = 0.079 in ozst^ 80
20

This value of torque is quite small c< od to the
fundamental and third harmonic' torques. For this reason
the torque due to the fifth and higher harmonics will be
considered negligible. This effect was not measured ex-
perimentally, but Figs. lij. and 22 indicate that harmonics
above the third have negligible effect on the torque.
The finding of stall tor-ue for various pulse widths,
with both motor fields pulse width modulated, required an
extension of the above procedure. The stall toroues for
several pulse widths were found be first entering Fig. il
to obtain the RMS voltage associated with the I4.OO cycle
and 1200 cycle components. Using these voltages the cor-
responding stall torques were obtained from Fig. 3. Since
the 1200 cycle torque opposes the i].00 cycle torque the re-
sultant stall torque is the difference between the two
component magnitudes.
Example for pulse width (S) * O.I4.
V »68 volts RMS (Fig. 11)foo~
V,2CO~ = -36.2 volts Ri iS (Fig. 11)
T. « 1.97 in oz (Fig. 3)
T 4- = -0.12 in oz (Fig. 3)S 0,200
T * a IT-1 I - I ?st J-" 1 * 9^ - °*12St I Sbn00 | I ^12001
s 1.85 in oz
These results were plotted as Fig. 13, showing these com-
puted values in comparison with measured values.
21

3*3 Computation of Torque-Speed Response ,
A rather simple and straightforward procedure was
used to compute the exoected motor response to pulse width
modulation of both motor fields. The current ratio of the
third harmonic to the fundamental, determined from Pig. 5,
and the voltage ratio of the third harmonic to the funda-
mental, obtained from Fig. 10 or 11, were used to determine
this response. The product of these t .tios gives the
current ratio between the 1200 cycle and I4.OO cycle compon-
ents of the pulse to be expected for any specific S.
Using the current ratio fomnd for a particular §, and the
relation that torque is proportional to the current-wind-
ing turns product for each windin ;
T « NI
the torque due to the third harmonic can be estimated.
This was accomplished by multiplying the measured torque
for the 1+00 cycle sine wave excitation from Fig. 2 by the
current ratio squared.
A sample calculation for S = O.ij. :
V = 67.5 volts RMS (Fig. 11)
V„oft = 36.5 volts RMS (Fig. 11)'1200
By interpolating for a winding voltage of 3°»5 volts on












giving the overall current ratio:
(0.62) (0.9a) « ^22. * 0.336
JL HOO
Since T^I for each winding the overall torque is propor-





(-aaa.) = (0.336) s 0.112
This torque ratio signifies the effect of the third har-
monic in comparison to the fundamental for a particular
pulse width.
The actual values for torque due to the third harmonic
were obtained by using this ratio and the value of torque
obtained from sine wave excitation as interpolated from
Pig. 2 and given directly in Fig. 22. For each speed con-
sidered, the torque for a specific voltage, corresponding
to the fundamental of a particular pulse width, was picked
off. This value was then multiplied by the torque ratio
determined for the S concerned, to give the torque due to
the third harmonic. The outout torque Is then given as
the difference between the fundamental torque and the third
harmonic torque.
The values of torque obtained for various speeds at
§ s 0.!}. are tabulated below along with the measured
torques under these conditions for comparison:
23

Speed T x i£.oo xpulse ~ ™p ul s 9
rpra
|
In oz T_x0.112 i^^o — r/2oo experimental
2.60 0.29 2.31 2.30
2000 2.23 0.25 1.98 2.00
l+OOO 1.90 0.21 1.69 1.70
6000 l.$k 0.17 1.37 1.35
8000 1.08 0.12 0.96 0.93
10000 o.5o 0.06 0.i|4 O.liO
The computed tor ;ae-speed response is shown as Pig.
Ill-, with corresponding torque-speed curves for balanced
Bine wave excitation. The comparison of these two curves
shows the greatest effect of the third harmonic to be at
narrow pulse widths. This procedure for developing the
expected response to a pulse modulated motor appears to





EXPERIMENTAL EQ IPMENT AND PROCEDURE
k»l Operation of Pulse Former .
Prior to testing the effects of widtl tion
on the test motor, it was necessary to develop experimental
equipment to produce the necessary fixed and control field
voltages to drive the motor. The requirements set for the
equipment were that it supply two outputs:
(1) Each to be identical except for a 90 degree phase
difference.
(2) Each output to be a constant amplitude, balanced,
full wave pulse train, with pulse width continuously var-
iable from a spike to a souare wave, having a pulse repe-
tition rate of l|.00 cycles per second.
(3) One, or both, outputs to have its fundamental
(lj.00 cycle) component in quadrature with a ij.00 cycle, ll£
volt source.
The above conditions were met with the eq snt shown
physically in Pig. 15 and schematically in Pig. 16.
The heart of the pulse fo: network /. pair of
Reeves Type R-151 re solvers. The rotor shafts of these
two resolve' s are together so that the; be ro-
tated through equal angles, but in opposite directions, by
a central shaft. It is characteristic of a resolver that
if its two stator phases are excite ;h equal tude
2$

voltares in quadrature with each other (E, and B | /90° ) * a^d
its rotor is rotated through an angle (9), the outputs from
the rotor will be of ecual amplitude and still in quadra-
ture, but displaced by the angle of rotation of the rotor
(©). Thus the outputs of the two resolvers in Fin;. 16 are
B./9 . E. /90° + 9 , E,££f and E, /?0° - ft.
These four outputs from the resolvers are next sent
through separate amplifying and clipping circuits to be
formed into square waves. By summing these four square
waves in alternate pairs two variable width trains of
pulses result, in quadrature with each other. The output
amplitude is approximately 100 volts, peak to peak. Pig.
17 is a series of scope photographs of the output of one
pulse forming network, compared to a iuDO cycle voltage
The other pulse train is identical except for being in
phase with the I4.OO cycle sinusoid shown, and thus in
quadrature with the pulse train shown.
The sequence of events in the formation of the oulse
trains are shown graphically as follows:
r




































The example shown graphically is for » = \\£> degrees,
producing a pulse width of § s 0.5. A square wave results
if 9 degrees, and complete cancellation occurs when
£ » 90 degrees. If © were increased past 90 degrees, the
pulse width would again increase, reaching a full square
wave when 9 » 180 degrees, but the series would be shifted
180 degrees in phase from that produced when was less
than 90 degrees. Another 180 degree shift occurs when Q s.
270 degrees. This effect is useful if it is desired to
vary pulse width in a periodic manner, as for a frequency
response, because a complete cycle is accomplished each
time the re solvers are turned through 360 degrees.
ll.2 Tests Conducted Using the Pulse Former .
Using the pulse forming netx^ork to provide driving
signals to one or both motor fields, tests i-jeve run which
paralleled those conducted with standard sinusoidal ij.00
cycle excitation. Specifically, the following tests were
conducted:
a. Torque-Speed, unbalanced; For this test one-half
of the pulse former was used to drive the motor control
field, while a fixed ll£ volt, I4.OO cycle voltage, in quad-
rature with the pulse train on the control field (see Fig.
17) » was connected to the^motor reference field. The ex-
perimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 18. In
order to provide sufficient power to drive the motor con-
trol ohase the pulse former output was connected into a
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Mcintosh 200 watt power amolifie , In this way a good
approximation of rectangular pulses was obtained at the
motor terminals. Pig* 19* a and c, are scope photographs
of the voltage wave form across the motor control field ter-
minals* Note that the pulse amplitudes are 128 volts,
from midpoint to peak, which is the amplitude required to
provide a fundamental component of 115 volts RMS for a
square wave. Parts b and d of Fig, 19 are scope photo-
graphs of the voltage across a one ohm pure resistance (a
length of straight nichrome wire) in series with the con-
trol field. It was necessary to nlace a decade capacitor
across the Mcintosh amplifier output in order to balance
the load to the amplifier, A capacitance of 0,5 micro-
farads was the average value used. Pulse width and pulse
amplitude measurements were made on a Tektronix Type 5^5
oscilloscope* The same scope was used for all experimental
measurements to provide a constant measurement standard.
The torque-speed curves obtained by the above procedure
are plotted on Pig* 20 (dashed curves). The sine wave,
amplitude modulated curves (solid curves) shown for com-
parison on Pig. 20 were obtained using the same Tektronix
oscilloscope for voltage measurements. The uppermost
dashed curve ( 5 = 0.7) is not considered to be a true in-
dication of performance because it was not possible to
obtain a pulse amplitude of 128 volts near stall at this




b. Torque-Speed, balanced : Details of this test are
the satne as for the unbalanced torque-speed tests, except
that both outputs of the pulse former were used, driving
both motor fields through Mcintosh amplifiers. Fig. 18-b
is a schematic of the experimental setup, while Pig. 21
is a photograph of the same setup. Once again the Tek-
tronix oscilloscope was used for "all voltage and pulse
width measurements, a switch being orovided to permit al-
ternate viewing of the two pulse trains. A series of runs
were also made for balanced I4.OO cycle sine wave excitation,
using the oscilloscope for voltage measurements, to pro-
vide directly comparable curves. These two sets of curves
are plotted as Pig. 22.
o» Frequency Response ; The motor response to a var-
iable frequency, pulse width modulated signal, was studied
by means of the experimental setup shown schematically in
Fig. 23 $ and physically in Fig. 2ij.. A two-phase motor was
used to drive the resolvers of the pulse forming network
at Variable speed, thereby producing pulses with widths
varying linearly with time. Each revolution of the drive
motor caused pulse width to vary through a coi.iplete cycle,
that is from a null to a square wave, back to a null, then
through the same variation but shifted 180 degrees in phase.
Fig. 12 illustrates this variation of pulse width, and also
the variation of fundamental (lj.00 cycle) amplitude, with
time. It is to be noted that although pulse width varies
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linearly with time, the amplitude of the fundamental varies
sinusoidally with time. Referring again to Pig. 23, it is
seen that a ij.00 cycle tachometer was used as a transducer,
and an oscilloscope as the measuring device. The scope
was synchronized with the pulse input to the motor control
phase, and a switch permitted alternate viewing of motor
input and tachometer output waveforms. In this way it was
possible to obtain comparitive amplitude and phase shift
information from the oscilloscope. Frequency was also
measured on the oscilloscope, and checked with a stop
watch and counter. The velocity response information ob-
tained by the above method is displayed on Pig. 25 for two
different pulse amplitude levels. The frequency response
obtained from the I4.0 volt velocity response is plotted on
Pig. 26, along with the previously determined frequency
response for I4.OO cycle sinusoidal excitation for compar-
ison purposes.
d. Stall Temperature Measurements ! In order to pro-
vide comparative temperature figures for standard and
pulsed excitation, a series of stall temperature runs were
conducted. For these tests the motor was preheated to a
temperature of 70 degrees Centigrade, the voltage levels
set at the desired values, and the motor stalled for ten
minutes. Temperature readings were taken at one minute
intervals to note the trend of heating, and a final temp-
erature reading taken at the end of the ten minute stalled
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period. A thermocouple set in a hole drilled in the motor
case was used in conjunction with a thermocouple bridge to
measure temperature. The case temperatures recorded after
ten minutes at stall are plotted on Pig. 27. Each curve is
for a different type of excitation, and separate points on
the curves are for different amplitudes of excitation.
Prom these curves it is apparent that a slightly greater
heating effect is associated with pulsed excitation than





5*1 Results and Discussion;
Prom the information presented thus far in this in-
vestigation, the feasibility of driving a two-phase servo-
motor with pulses can be determined. All information col-
lected is for one specific motor, but in general would be
valid for any small two-phase servomotor.
This study has shown that for unbalanced conditions,
with only the control field pulse width modulated, the
third harmonic (and higher harmonics) has no effect on the
motor's torque-speed response (Pig. 20) or frequency re-
sponse (Pig. 26). This result is readily apparent, as
there is no 1200 cycle component in the reference field to
develope a rotating field.
Operating the motor under balanced pulsed conditions
introduces the effect of harmonics (Pigs. II4. and 22). Only
the third harmonic has a noticeable effect, this being
greatest at narrow pulse widths and becoming insignificant
at pulse widths larger than § a 0.5© At a pulse width of
S = 0.2 the computed torque output is down 33 P er* cent
from torque of normal sine wave motor operation, as shown
in Pig. ll|. The experimental results for these same con-
ditions show the torque under pulsing to be down only 25
per cent (Pig. 22), so the computed effect is pessimistic.
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In sorae control Motor applications this loss of torque
would be unacceptable, where maximum torque is needed i'or
small errors. For a majority of applications this loss of
torque would be of little significance compared to the
gains possible by using this system.
The temperature runs, as shown by Pig. 27 , indicate
that the pulsed motor had a slightly higher temperature,
after being stalled for ten minutes, than did the motor
under normal excitation. For narrow pulse widths the tem-
perature difference reached a maximum of seven degrees
Centigrade for balanced conditions, and four degrees Cen-
tigrade for unbalanced conditions. Fig. 27 also shows the
temperature to be lower for motor operation under balanced
conditions than under unbalanced conditions. This condi*-
tion is a result of the continuous large I 2R loss in the
reference field of the unbalanced operated motor. Thus
for maximum savings in heat generation the motor could be
operated under balanced conditions. For many applications
this would not be practical, when maximum torque at small
errors is a necessity. For a control system which spends
a large protion of the time at rest, or a positioning sys-
tem where the error signal is zero a major part of the time,
the heat saved by eliminating the constant current flow in
the reference field of the motor might be worthwhile.
It must be remembered that these temperature measure-
ments were taken after the motor had been stalled for ten
3^

minutes, a condition which is far more severe than would
be encountered in practice. For average mot >r operation
it is considered that the temperatures produced by pulsing
would be negligibly different from those produced by nor-
mal excitation.
It is considered that the operation of a two-phase
servomotor under pulsed excitation is feasible and prac-
tical for most applications. The development of a power
amplifier using switching transistors should be continued,
in order to build up a system which operates more effi-
ciently and with less heat dissapation than present amp-
litude modulated systems using linear power amplifiers.
This development was discussed in more detail in Chapter I.
Another possibility for the use of pulse width modu-
lation of a servomotor is in conjunction with information
telemetering. The use of the pulse width modulated error
signal of the servo system as a measurement of a desired
quantity to trigger the trans77iitter of a pulse width mod-
ulated telemetering system would save on equipment and
weight. This consideration features some favorable pos-
sibilities which is suggested for further investigation.
The integration of the pulse width modulated two-
phase servomotor in a closed loop servo system is left




This investigation was concerned primarily with the
effects of various width pulse signals on the torque-speed
response of a typical small two-phase servomotor. Other
effects of interest were those of heating and the frequen-
cy response. This study predicted the effects mathemati-
cally and measured them experimentally for both balanced
and unbalanced operation of the motor. The conclusions of
this investigation may be summarized as follows:
1) Pulse width modulation of the control field only
with normal lj.00 cycle sinusoidal voltage on the reference
field (unbalanced operation) has no effect from the third
or higher harmonics. The effect is the same as for ampli-
tude modulation of the control field.
2) Pulse width modulation of both fields (balanced
condition) showed no effects of harmonics higher than the
third harmonic
.
3) The torque produced by the third harmonic opposed
the torque produced by the fundamental. This decreased
the total motor output torque. The effect of the third
harmonic was greatest for narrow pulse widths where the
voltage ratio of the third harmonic to the fundamental was
greatest.
Ij.) Heating effects of the pulse width modulation
were a slight increase in temperature over the temperatures
of normal operation. This increase in temperature may be
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considered negligible* For narrow pulses the heat gener-
ated is less when the motor is operating under balanced
conditions.
5) It is feasible and practical to operate a servo*




DETERMINATION OP AN EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT
An equivalent circuit was determined for balanced
operating conditions of the motor, using values recorded
.during the torque-speed measurements and listed in Table
I« Using the approximate equivalent circuit for a two-










s stator winding resistance of one phase,
both phases oonsidered to be identical.
x,,, reactive impedance of stator winding,
s




s air gap inductance.
x
r
= rotor reactive impedance reflected into
stator winding.
rp = rotor resistance reflected into stator
winding
s = slip r sroohronous speed - rotor speed
synchronous speed
The value of r
fl
used was 27 ohms, a mean value, as
the variation with operating temperature was from 2ij..5 ohms
to 29.5 ohms. This resistance was measured with an imped-
ance bridge. The inductance of the stator winding was also
measured with an impedance bridge, with the rotor removed
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and the other stator winding short circuited, giving a
value of 0.032 henries. Therefore:
x
s
- 2iT(i|.00) (0.032) = 80.1j. ohms
To determine Z^ (parallel combination of rm and x^)
the motor was considered to be under no load balanced con-
ditions for several voltages. Under these conditions the
rotor current could be considered negligible. The input
impedance, Z^n, was determined from voltage, current, and
power values from Table I. The equations used, along with









m R + jX = 363/78.
6°
ohma
R s Zin cos(78.6) a 75.5 ohms
X a Zin sin(78.6) = 375 ohms





o mitt m m , Q ^
mm mm ohms
J(X - x.) -^V .. rni5fer • J 2?* 6
m ra m *th ohms
Since computed values of rm and x^ varied over a nar«
row range for different experimental runs, mean values
were determined:
r (average) • 181|5 ohmam
x^ (average) z 300 ohms
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In this parallel combination i*m is greater than ^ by a
factor of six or greater, so the value of rm may safely
be neglected, and the effective value of ^ Is:
^ (average) s jj^ (average) - J300 ohms




and rpil2. ) required
using measured values of cur -ent and voltage input for
each load condition* By means of circuit reduction, using




s Ir + Im m Q.320/-67.5 amperes
Vm s Vin " I sZs s 13L^ " (0«320/-67.5 )(81u8/71.1j. )
- 87. 67-2. volts






s Q»320/-67,g - 0.292/^22
« 0.122/-6,0 amperes
E^ 87.8/-2.0
^ " V" " 0.1^27-6.0 ' = 718 /li-.O ohms
The angle associated with Zr was found to be always
smaller than five degrees, therefore in further calcula-
«
tions the reactive component was neglected and Zp consid-
ered to be a pure resistance:
Zp : rr + py il£ s ^r_ - 718 ohms






a (0.21^.6) (718) = 176 ohms
ko

The values of r
r
found by the above method were found
to be different for each volt ire level and rotor speed,
varying as shown in Pig. 6. This variation indicates that
a single equivalent circuit is a good approximation of the
motor only for a limited speed and voltage range.
The values of rp determined were checked by computing
the power out, using the equation for one winding and
doubling the result:
P
out « 2 ^r^) " 2(0.0149) (176) (§«|^)
b 11;.6 watts (7)
This value of power was checked with power determined
from torque and speed measurements in Table I. This ex-
perimental value of P^n was 13. watts, which is in good
agreement with the calculated value from the equivalent
circuit.
The final equivalent circuit obtained by this devel-
opment, and to be used during this investigation, is:
270 iSo.4 T,*-
'
JC finJJJ&&, 1 ww
\jSOO <^)
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KEY TO FIGURES 15. 21. and 2k
Letter Description
A Pulse Modulator Unit - Amplifying and
clipning oircuits (1+) and summing
circuits (2)
B Resolvers, Reeves type R-l£l
C Drive Motor, two-phase, variable speed
D Test motor
E Dynamometer
P Decade capacitor (0.1 to 1*0 microfarad)
Mcintosh 200 watt power amplifiers
H D.C. power supply for dynamometer brake
1 Strobotac
J • Thermocouple bridge
K D.C. plate voltage supply for pulse
former
L Switch box
M Tachometer, [j.00 cycle
N Variac for drive motor speed control






































RijRj-Ree^es Re50Lv«> -Type: RI5I
K (> l<2_- M c Ik»tosh 2-00 Watt Power. Ampl^pieir^





































PULSE V/IDTH MODULATED SIGNAL for
Control Phase and 115 volt, 400
cycle for fixed phase.
a, spike pulse
*b. narrow pulse, S- 0.2
c. 509J pulse, £=0.5
d. square wave, S= 1.0





®— ETxpe:.rjmental Setup -
ONE. PHASE. PULSE WiOFH MOOULATCO
for torq.l'e- «5pe<to iNroRMAnoN
fc,- PHAsE

















(B)— Experimental Setup -
bOTH PHASES PuL-$£ WIDTU MOOULATETO




























Voltage and current through Control Phase
with Pulsed Excitation
a. square wave voltage
"b. current ( voltage across 1 ohm
pure resistance )
c» ^Ofo pulse voltage, = 0.5
do current ( voltage across 1 Ohm
pure resistance )













































PUL5C WIOT-H MOQULATt&N of
CONTROL Fi+AS£ f-°r PRfQ-
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The effect of pulse width modulated sign
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